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I. INTRODUCTION

Sports-related brain injury has recently been at the forefront of discussion in countless fields. It continues to receive increasing media coverage. In the wake of high profile player-deaths and legal settlements, the issue of concussion and related traumatic brain injury in sports is a topic of interest for a variety of professional disciplines as well as the common sports enthusiast or news consumer. Conversation about brain injury in sports has permeated the national awareness and has captured the attention of contemporary legal curiosity.

Considerations of the legal aspects of brain injury in sports are often concerned primarily with topics in the realm of traditional litigation, like personal injury and class action lawsuits. However, the issues that arise at the intersection of law and sports-related brain injuries are nearly limitless. Lately, there has been no shortage of
symposia held by the academic world or conferences that see participation from Sto proliferate and there are always new theories or novel new angles at which to analyze this issue.  

This paper considers the regulatory reality of sports equipment that is at the center of this brain trauma in sports issue. It reveals that not all regulation concerning athletic head injuries occurs in the public sector. It goes on to explain that in the case of sports helmets, very little is performed by the government and explains how the private sector executes this regulation instead.

Protective equipment (helmets, by and large) are regulated, or more precisely, “quasi-regulated” by a structure defined largely by private technical standards. This paper offers an introduction to these standards and explains the key elements and differences between the private regulatory models for helmets. It also evaluates the effectiveness of standards-based regulation of athletic headgear and concludes with recommendations for adjustments to the existing conformity assessment systems and undertakings by the helmet standards community that would serve the end of providing excellent private regulation for equipment that faces the serious challenge of reducing brain injury in sports.

II. STANDARDS, STANDARDIZATION AND STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS: AN OVERVIEW

A discussion of how standards define the private world that “quasi-regulates” sports equipment designed to mitigate head injury first requires an understanding of standards themselves. What exactly are standards? How are they developed and implemented? Who are the participating individuals and groups in a private standards-based regulatory system? This section of the article will provide an introduction to standards and the concept of “standardization.” A discussion of the entities that are
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responsible for standards – SDOs,\textsuperscript{4} will illustrate how their structure, membership and procedural guidelines demonstrate characteristics which, although based in the private sector, are essentially “governmental” and “legislative.”\textsuperscript{5}

A. Standards

Merriam-Webster’s dictionary defines a standard as “a level of quality, achievement, etc. that is considered acceptable or desirable.”\textsuperscript{6} In the sense that I will be using the term, a standard is a “technical standard”, meaning a set of characteristics or qualities that describes features and/or performance of a product, process or service. At the conceptual level, “standards”, technical and otherwise, are not easily distinguished from law.\textsuperscript{7} They both have the same essential tendencies: to require, to order or provide for order, to establish a “level” or “common denominator” for the given subject of the standard.\textsuperscript{8} The National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act\textsuperscript{9} provides the following official definition of a technical standard, “the definition of terms; classification of components; delineation of procedures; specification of dimensions, materials, performance, designs, or operations; measurement of quality/quantity in describing materials, processes, products, systems, services or practices; test methods and sampling procedures.”\textsuperscript{10} The International Organization for Standardization offers this slightly more concise definition: “A standard is a document that provides requirements, specifications, guidelines or characteristics that can be used consistently to ensure that materials, products, processes and services are fit for their purpose.”\textsuperscript{11}

Standards are best understood by way of how they function. They help to ensure the quality and safety of production processes, products and services and to prevent negative impacts on health and the environment.\textsuperscript{12} From an economic perspective, standards aid producers and consumers by promoting quality, compatibility, uniformity and other desirable characteristics in any marketplace. For example, a
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standard describing the geometry of hypodermic needles helps the health care profession be more safe and efficient. It provides different medical equipment manufacturers with the assurance that their devices will integrate with needles as intended. It also gives practitioners the confidence that the materials they use will have characteristics fit for the purpose that they were selected for. Some good historical examples of standards include the necessity of standardizing railroad track widths and rail gauges as well as the thickness and thread of hardware (screws, bolts, hose connectors, etc.). There are standards for the ways that computer networks communicate with one another, standards for the components of fluorescent lamps, and standards describing how to run a business’s management system so that it promotes quality.\textsuperscript{13}

In the current global economy, there are technical standards for almost anything and everything. Some technical standards are developed in the public sector. They are often encountered as mandatory regulations, although an increasing number of regulations that are assumed to be public are private developed standards that have been incorporated by reference into a government regulation.\textsuperscript{14} Privately developed standards, which offer comparative efficiency and are favored over mandatory standards by public policy, now outnumber public regulations.\textsuperscript{15} They offer wider, more detailed and more specialized topical coverage, which would be unrealistic to expect from governmental agencies given their resources and knowledge base.

The theme that underlies standards themselves is, unsurprisingly, “standardization”. Standardization is an activity that has long been central to human societies. Without standardized monetary systems or a standard system for weights and measures, both trade and science as we know them would be impossible. Standardization is a phenomenon with tremendous positive externalities for society. It facilitates safety, reliability, and generally helps people interact with both the physical world they inhabit and other. As noted, when very broadly defined, standardization is sometimes performed by Congress when it makes laws or when local governments make ordinances. These efforts “standardize” behavior. When more narrowly defined as the process of developing and implementing technical standards, some standardization is still performed in the public sector, by executive agencies within the government, like the FDA or NHSTA. However, in the United States the majority of standardization is performed in the private sector by standards development organizations (hereinafter “SDOs”).\textsuperscript{16}
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SDO’s are non-governmental bodies that create voluntary private standards. They exist all over the world. Private technical standards in Japan are curated by JIS (Japanese Industrial Standards); technical Standards in Europe are maintained by CEN (European Committee for Standardization); and finally, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) represents the “pinnacle” SDO. It coordinates the resources and participation of national standards bodies and their personnel to create unified international technical standards. ISO documents truly encompass the spirit of “standardization”. However, given its relatively brief existence (since 1947) and the complexity of creating standards that represent global input, ISO does not have standards for all areas and topics. This is the case for athletic protective equipment. Standards for helmets, goggles, padding, and the like are most sophisticated and recognized at the national level, and in the case of Europe, regional level.

B. Standardization

While private standardization at the international level is overseen by ISO, domestic standardization is coordinated by a cooperative effort between two entities: “ANSI” and “NIST.” “ANSI” is the American National Standards Institute. It is a private non-profit organization that oversees the creation, promulgation and use of standards in the U.S. Founded in 1918, ANSI’s mission is “enhance the global competitiveness of US business and the US quality of life by promoting and facilitating voluntary consensus standards and conformity assessment systems, and safeguarding their integrity.” “NIST” stands for the National Institute of Standards and Technology. NIST is a government agency that was founded in 1901 and is part of the U.S. Department of Commerce. Its mission statement, “to promote US innovation and industrial competitiveness by advancing measurement science,
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standards and technology in ways that enhance economic security and improve our quality of life,” aligns with ANSI’s and creates the foundation for the private-public cooperation between the two bodies.28

ANSI and NIST usually function cooperatively and often partner in overseeing standards. NIST also oversees weights & measures in addition to conducting expansive research, and it more or less defers to ANSI’s leadership on standards, making ANSI the primary steward of standardization in the United States.29 With its function of standard-stewardship, ANSI coordinates the efforts of the many organizations that develop standards, which are aptly known as “standards development organizations.”30

C. Standards Development Organizations

The most well-established standards development organizations in the U.S. came about during the American Industrial Revolution to coordinate manufacturer interoperability and to address safety concerns for labor and consumers.31 Many of the first SDOs were trade associations, like the National Fire Protection Association (“NFPA”, founded 1896) and the Industrial Safety Equipment Association (“ISEA”, now the “International Safety Equipment Association, founded in 1933).32 Other early U.S. SDOs were professional organizations, some of which are now the most prominent and robust standards bodies in the world. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (“ASME”) was formed in 1880 and developed its first standard: a uniform test method for boilers in 1884.33 To date, it has developed over six hundred technical standards.34 These standards are used internationally and are managed by 700 committees through the work of over 4,700 volunteer professionals.35

Another standards development organization with an engineering heritage that had its genesis in the industrial revolution is ASTM International.36 Formerly known as the American Society for Testing and Materials, ASTM was founded in 1898.37 ASTM’s primary function is the development and publication of technical standards and it is currently responsible for more than 12,000 active technical standards, including many standard performance specifications and standard test methods for

28 Id.
29 See Sagers supra note 7 at 796.
30 See Ernst supra note 12 at 21, 33.
31 See Sagers supra note 7 at 797.
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athletic equipment. More than 30,000 members from 140 countries contribute to ASTM’s standards activities.

1. Voluntary Consensus Standards

The above-discussed bodies are preeminent standards development organizations and they all can be described as producing “voluntary consensus standards”, or alternatively, be regarded as “voluntary consensus standards bodies”. Voluntary consensus standards are technical standards that are established by private sector organizations according to accepted procedures. They are further defined as having the attributes of “openness”, “balance of interests”, “due process”, an “appeals process” and “consensus.” Not all SDO’s produce standards that qualify as voluntary consensus standards, but those that do are able to release standards through a more thorough and fair process. The above-listed tenets that designate an SDO as “voluntary consensus” are crucial to the development of a standard that has credibility. “Openness” can be interpreted several ways, but is embodied by organizations like ASTM, which allow participation by anyone who wishes to join the organization for a nominal ($75) fee.

2. How

Standards development organizations, especially those that fit within the voluntary consensus category, develop standards according to a process that is highly collaborative and akin to the legislative process. Some commentators have described large SDO’s as “pseudoagencies.” Most organizations abide by established due-process guidelines for the way they develop standards. The organizations and standards that are accredited by ANSI conform to its detailed Essential Due Process Requirements, which adds to the requirements of being a voluntary consensus standard: additional characteristics like “lack of dominance”, reasonable notification requirements, and consideration of all views and objections are mandated by ANSI. Standards development often is a highly structured form of document development.
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with deadlines and associated recordkeeping of the process. Drafts of technical standards are usually developed and revised through multiple review cycles in committees, subcommittees and working groups or task groups. They are then finally approved by the entire SDO. ASTM standards, for example, go through three tiers of peer review. Collaboration between SDO participants involves the circulation of documents, supporting research and comments. As a standard becomes more developed, formal consensus tools are introduced to the process: voting, public comments, and appeals. It should be noted that consensus has been defined to not necessarily require unanimity, but rather general agreement with resolution, or at least cognizance, of the substance of objections.

3. Who

The membership of standards development organizations depends on the industry and the participants involved in the development and maintenance of a given standard is dependent on the subject matter. Generally, SDO members are experts in their field. To achieve a balance of interests, the committees of voluntary consensus standard development organizations often have prescribed percentages of participation from different interests (producers, users, consumers, general interest). With respect to athletic headgear standards, contributions are regularly made by academics, doctors, attorneys, sporting goods manufacturers (product designers & product engineers), regulators (the CPSC), coaches, league officials, and testing and certification entities. Standardization has been accurately described as a knowledge-intensive activity that required contribution from well-educated and highly
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57 See History and Purpose, NATIONAL OPERATING COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS FOR ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT http://nocsae.org/about-nocsae/history-and-purpose/ (The National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE) conducts research for athletic equipment in order to reduce injury). See generally NOCSAE Board of Directors, NATIONAL OPERATING COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS FOR ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT http://nocsae.org/board-of-directors/.
experienced professionals. While modern American standardization was developed by engineers, it now incorporates the input of the legal community, the government, and various business and consumer interests. Because voluntary consensus standards development organizations incorporate multiple interests and expert perspectives into thorough and fair procedures, the standards that result are ideal tools for promoting quality and safety and encouraging the necessary innovation to advance both.

III. STANDARDS-BASED REGULATION: LAW AND MECHANISMS

With varied membership rosters, structured document development procedures and due process requirements, SDOs, especially voluntary consensus SDOs, can begin to resemble the bureaucracy. Yet in the case of athletic protective headgear, with the exception of bicycle helmets, none of that equipment is directly regulated by the government. Instead, a private “quasi-regulatory” system defined by technical standards serves to promote the quality and safety of helmets and other athletic equipment while facilitating essential innovations and healthy competition. The prevalence of privately-developed technical standards in the US regulatory scheme is backed by longstanding government policies favoring their use. This section will review the trajectory of public policy that facilitates and even encourages standards-based regulation. It will explain the general ways by which standards-based systems can regulate in place of direct government regulation. Finally, it will describe the standards-based regulatory schemes for hockey, football, baseball and lacrosse helmets.

IV. PUBLIC POLICY CONTEXT OF PRIVATE STANDARDS-BASED “QUASI-REGULATION”

The current status of the technical standards system in the US is the result of clearly iterated policy intended to foster a regulatory system based on voluntary consensus standards that are created by non-governmental SDOs. The private sector has contributed a majority of the volume of technical regulations currently in existence. The government’s most notable contribution has been its policies of intentional deference-to and endorsement-of private standards. Over time, the government has decreased its own role in the standards system to correspond with the

58 See Ernst supra note 12 at 10.
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larger trends of market deregulation and government downsizing.\textsuperscript{66} The public sector has circumscribed its own role in direct standard-setting and has clearly and repeatedly encouraged the proliferation of sound private technical standards.\textsuperscript{67}

As mentioned earlier, the connection between public and private sectors in the standards world exists in the cooperative efforts of the National Institute of Standards and Technology and the American National Standards Institute. The relationship between NIST and ANSI being fundamentally that of a shared mission is established in a Memorandum of Understanding between the agency and the organization.\textsuperscript{68} With its central theme of cultivating a unified approach to guiding standards development, the memo charges NIST with the responsibility of increasing government support for ANSI activities and encouraging agencies to use ANSI-accredited SDOs.\textsuperscript{69}

The United States Standards Strategy (USSS) is a publication that states the purpose and ideals of domestic standard’s development and US participation in international standardization activities.\textsuperscript{70} The USSS identifies a “market–driven private sector-led approach to global standardization”, and although NIST participated in its development, the document was approved and published by ANSI.\textsuperscript{71} Although it reads like a statement of top-level government policy on standards, the USSS was published by a non-governmental organization, and is a good example of ANSI’s leadership role and NIST’s deference with respect to standards policy issues.

A public policy that endorses the efficacy of privately-developed technical standards is the longstanding and frequent practice by government of incorporating standards into law by reference. While the main theme of this article is how private-standards regulate athletic headgear is an alternative to true regulations, it should be noted that many standards become codified regulations.\textsuperscript{72} As of March 2014, the Code of Federal Regulations contained more than nine thousand “incorporations by reference” of private standards.\textsuperscript{73} The Food and Drug Administration, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Federal Aviation Administration, and the Occupational Health and Safety Administration are some of the many agencies that incorporate consensus standards into their regulations.\textsuperscript{74} In fact, this practice of adopting private
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documents as public law was the primary method for establishing OSHA regulations upon its creation as an agency. Incorporation by reference as a government practice has critics, who allege that issues of copyright, public notice and access to referenced standards render it flawed. Those concerns aside, it is a well-established lawmaking practice that sees the public sector valuing and relying extensively on the products of the private standards system when making regulatory law.

Utilizing voluntary consensus standards is well recognized as more efficient than bureaucratic rulemaking. Beyond efficiency, it is also compatible with clearly articulated public policy favoring the proliferation and government-use of private standards. Both the National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995 and OMB Circular A-119 unequivocally call for the use of voluntary consensus standards by government agencies. The National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995, also referred to as Public Law 104-113, requires that all federal agencies and departments use technical standards developed and adopted by voluntary consensus standards bodies, and use such standards to carry out policy objectives. The act also requires that “Federal agencies and departments shall consult with voluntary, private sector, consensus standards bodies, and shall participate with such bodies in the development of technical standards.”

The OMB Circular A-119 was last revised in 1998. The circular, which is a memorandum of information and instruction to federal agencies from the executive branch’s Office of Budget and Management, expounds on the themes of Public Law 104-113. Circular A-119 sets an official definition for voluntary consensus standards development organizations by enumerating the earlier mentioned “tenets” that are embraced by organizations that earn the label. It goes on to state that agencies must use voluntary consensus standards in lieu of developing government unique standards. Circular A-119 directs agencies to get involved with voluntary consensus standards development organizations, specifying that agencies should consult with SDOs and participate in private standards development as well as actively participate in their development. It gets so detailed as to list permissible involvement, including participation in SDO’s by agency personnel, technical support, administrative support and direct financial support. The policy of encouraging the
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use of private technical standards highlights the government’s willingness to allow consensus standards to continue to grow as the foundation of a significant amount of regulation.

To date, the regulatory policy toward athletic headgear has embraced the theme of deference to private sector standards. The agency whose jurisdiction helmets fall within is the Consumer Products Safety Commission (“CPSC”). Created in 1972, the agency is responsible for:

a) regulating certain consumer products,
b) addressing products that pose an unreasonable risk of injury,
c) assisting consumers in using products safely, and
d) promoting research into product-related deaths, injuries and illnesses.

In general, the CPSC cooperates extensively with private standards groups and diverts a substantial part of its resources to monitoring and participating in standards development. Representatives from the CPSC participate in the ASTM F08.53 Headgear subcommittee of the large ASTM F08 Committee for sports equipment, facilities and playing surfaces.

An outlier from the usual monitoring and participation approach to helmet standards is the CPSC’s treatment of bicycle helmets. At the direction of Congress, the CPSC developed its own standard test method and performance standard for bike helmets, which was published as a federal regulation and became effective in 1999. This type of mandatory standard is the exception rather than the rule. Of all products that the CPSC has jurisdiction over, only 1 in 10 is governed by a mandatory standard. The CPSC has been far more deferential to standards for other helmets, allowing private standards to form their regulatory structure.
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Public policy has favored the development of a strong consensus-standards system. Legislative initiatives and executive directives clearly urge the public regulatory arms to defer to the private sector. This acknowledgement of the regulatory abilities of voluntary consensus standards is not arbitrary or misguided. It is a testament to how well private technical standards are able to accomplish the goals of regulation. While many standards become law via incorporation by reference, many others provide multi-faceted “regulation” while remaining outside of codified regulations.

A. How Do Private Standards Regulate Products?

Multiple factors combine to produce the regulatory effect that private standards have over the subjects they cover. Forces of the market, the intersection of standardization with tort law and organizational endorsement allows standards to regulate in the absence of true compulsory government regulations. The regulatory effects are made possible by the growing credibility of private technical standards and societal value that is attached to them. Very generally, “standards development organizations regulate in the sense that their standardizing acts have some sort of influence”.

Market forces and the value that segments of any given industry attach to voluntary standards often create economic incentives to comply with the requirements of standards. Manufacturers and retailers of products can achieve a competitive advantage by conforming to an authoritative technical standard through product differentiation or solidifying consumer confidence. When conformity to a standard can be claimed for any given product, that claim frequently carries an intimation of safety, value, or fitness for a purpose (performance). This market-based phenomenon interestingly comes full-circle to bolster the market’s perception of a standard credibility, and “when the affixation of the seal of a given standard or SDO
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gains the ability to indicate quality, the standard development organization tends to accrue influence over manufacturers of an essentially regulatory kind". 102

The role that technical standards play, or may hypothetically play, in litigation also achieves a type of regulatory effect over the products, industries and markets that are subject to them. In product liability actions, courts generally consider non-compliance with an applicable voluntary standard as relevant evidence when establishing a product defect or to otherwise show negligence. 103 Performance standards for products and processes are frequently used as a basis for establishing industry norms and “best practices”. 104 For many industries where products are not expressly government regulated, the requirements of voluntary consensus standards can be acknowledged and complied with in the name of due diligence and “duty of care”. 105

A third mechanism by which standards regulate privately is when they are endorsed or required by organizations. This is especially true in the case of athletic equipment. Athletics themselves have long been privately “governed” by various leagues and associations. These entities establish the rules of play and otherwise “regulate” athletics at varying levels of play and within defined geographic limits. Many leagues and athletic associations mandate that equipment used during play conform to the requirements of a consensus-developed performance standard. 106 Mandates like this are perfect examples of private standards-based regulation, and through the decisions of the private governing bodies for athletes, the standards for athletic take on authoritativeness. The requirement by leagues that athletic equipment meet performance specifications of standards is a widespread practice 107 that takes regulatory function of standards that is often implied by the market and legal concerns to the next level. The next section of this article will examine in detail how standards-based regulation of helmets for football, lacrosse, baseball and hockey is achieved.

B. How Do Private Standards Regulate Athletic Headgear?

In the case of football, lacrosse, baseball and hockey, helmets are “regulated” in part through league, association and school district rules. 108 These organizations that govern athletics require that equipment used during play and/or practice conform to specified standards. 109 Enforcement of these equipment rules is often charged to coaches or officiating personnel. Increasingly, the type of standard-conformity that is required by leagues or associations requires that athletic equipment be tested and certified according to a specified standards-based “conformity assessment” system. 110

102 See Sagers, supra note 7, at 794.
103 See U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 77, at 10.
104 See Abrams supra note 73.
105 Id.
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108 See generally NAT’L COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOC., supra note 106.
110 See NAT’L COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOC., supra note 106, at 106.
This combination of organizational equipment rules and conformity assessment of equipment produces a complete private regulation of athletic headgear.

Conformity assessment is a structured standards-based mechanism for evaluating whether or not objects of assessment, in this case, helmets, meet applicable safety and performance requirements.\textsuperscript{111} The International Organization for Standardization defines conformity assessment as the “demonstration that specified requirements relating to a product, process, system, person or body are fulfilled”, and goes on to enumerate the fundamental activities that comprise conformity assessment, which are: testing, inspection, certification, and the accreditation of testing and certification bodies.\textsuperscript{112} Conformity assessment provides confidence to both the end user and the potential regulator of a product that it meets the performance and safety requirements of applicable technical standards.\textsuperscript{113}

Standards define the components of any conformity assessment system, and are used not only as the documents that products are tested against, but dictate how the testing is performed and regulate how testing and certification are performed.\textsuperscript{114} Product testing in a conformity assessment system implicates two types of technical standards.\textsuperscript{115} The first is the performance specification, which “specifies” minimum material and functional qualities that a product must possess to conform to that standard.\textsuperscript{116} The second is a standard test method, which is a document that explains the procedures used to test whether or not a product meets the requirements of the performance specification standard that the test method corresponds to.\textsuperscript{117}

Testing for goods that are manufactured on an industrial scale is almost always performed on a representative sample of the total production.\textsuperscript{118} This testing can be performed by the manufacturer of the product at their own (“in-house”) testing facility or by a third party organization that specializes in testing, usually referred to as a laboratory.\textsuperscript{119} Testing performed by a third party imparts a higher degree of confidence in conformity, because third party testing laboratories’ decision-making process is
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independent from the business relationship between the producer and the consumer.\textsuperscript{120} Testing laboratories that participate in conformity assessment must often be “accredited”, which means that they are subject to oversight by accreditation bodies.\textsuperscript{121} These accreditation bodies conduct audits of test laboratories to verify that they operate according to management and technical requirements designed to ensure their competence and the validity of the test results.\textsuperscript{122} These requirements are specified in a consensus standard.\textsuperscript{123}

Depending on the type of conformity assessment scheme that is in place, there are several ways that a product’s conformity can be proclaimed once testing has demonstrated such. When the provider of a product outwardly represents that a product meets requirements, this is called self-declaration or simply “declaration”.\textsuperscript{124} In the case of declaration, there is frequently little oversight of the decision to declare, and the manufacturer is responsible for its claims of products conforming to a standard.\textsuperscript{125} More thorough conformity assessment systems utilize “certification”, which is a statement made by a third-party that a product meets applicable requirements.\textsuperscript{126} The two hallmarks of certification are: a) it is conducted by a non-governmental independent third party organization, and b) it includes some form of surveillance to ensure ongoing compliance of certified products after initial certification has been declared by the third-party.\textsuperscript{127} Like testing provided by independent bodies, certification performed by certification agencies, especially those that operate according to the principles of a voluntary consensus standard for the certification process, imparts a valuable element of objectivity.

Certification agencies often perform functions like the review of test results, system audits of manufacturer’s management systems and production facilities to the requirements of ubiquitous ISO 9001 standard, and market surveillance to ensure ongoing compliance.\textsuperscript{128} Entities that perform certification activities can be accredited to standards that specify requirements for how they must operate in order to provide a competent and confident certification.\textsuperscript{129}

1. Hockey

The conformity assessment scheme that regulates hockey helmets in the United States is built around standards developed and published by ASTM International and
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involves the Hockey Equipment Certification Council, or HECC.\textsuperscript{130} At the request of USA Hockey, the governing body of amateur American hockey, HECC was established in 1978 to provide independent certification of hockey helmets and other equipment.\textsuperscript{131} Helmets are tested by HECC’s equipment validator, which is an accredited third-party test laboratory, to various ASTM standard performance specifications.\textsuperscript{132} The testing itself is also specified by an ASTM standard, ASTM F1446-13 “Standard Test Methods for Equipment and Procedures Used in Evaluating the Performance Characteristics of Protective Headgear”\textsuperscript{133} After testing and surveillance activities are performed, HECC certifies the equipment if all requirements are met, which then enables hockey equipment manufacturers to label their helmets as “HECC Certified”.\textsuperscript{134} The regulation is effected via leagues and organizational rules requiring that equipment have said certification. From small regional hockey associations to USA Hockey, there is a requirement that all helmets be HECC certified.\textsuperscript{135} In 1985, The National Federation of High School Associations required that all high school hockey players use HECC certified facemasks.\textsuperscript{136} In 1992, the NFHS recommended that all helmets used be HECC certified and since 1995, HECC helmets have been required.\textsuperscript{137} The current NCAA Ice Hockey Rulebook states that all players must wear a HECC approved helmet.\textsuperscript{138}

2. Football, Baseball and Lacrosse

Football, baseball and lacrosse helmets are subject to the same conformity assessment scheme.\textsuperscript{139} It differs from the structure of the system for hockey and is currently undergoing a major transition.\textsuperscript{140} The standards that are the basis for private regulation of helmets for these three sports are developed by the National Operating
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Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE).\textsuperscript{141} NOCSAE was created in 1969 as a response to growing concern over deaths that resulted from head injuries sustained by football players.\textsuperscript{142} In 1973, NOCSAE published its first test method and performance requirement for the evaluation of football helmets.\textsuperscript{143} NOCSAE currently maintains many standards for an array of athletic equipment.\textsuperscript{144} It also has developed standards that specify requirements for reconditioning of sports helmets and conducts research in the areas of athletic equipment and sports injuries.\textsuperscript{145}

Until 2015, NOCSAE has required that manufacturers have helmets tested annually by third-party accredited test laboratories but has permitted them to declare (self-certify) that they meet NOCSAE’s other requirements for certification (e.g. minimum quality control and recordkeeping activities).\textsuperscript{146}

NOCSAE is now transitioning to a conformity assessment scheme that incorporates third-party certification by the Safety Equipment Institute (SEI).\textsuperscript{147} The certification activities of SEI are accredited by ANSI to ISO/IEC 17065, the paramount international standard for requirements of certification bodies.\textsuperscript{148} This means that SEI’s operation and the certifications it issues meet ANSI’s standardized requirements as well as those that ISO has promulgated.\textsuperscript{149}

Under the new paradigm for football, baseball and lacrosse, SEI will coordinate testing by third-party accredited labs and will also conduct management system audits of manufacturers, facility audits of manufacturer’s production operations, reviews of user instructions and labeling and conduct market surveillance.\textsuperscript{150} NOCSAE decided to require third-party certification because it “adds a level of objective certainty and
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integrity to equipment performance that is above and beyond the requirements of and sport standard organization.”151 NOCSAE certified football helmets are required by both the NFHS and the NCAA.152 US Lacrosse, the NCAA lacrosse rules, and NFHS all require that NOCSAE compliant helmets be used.153 Little League and the NFHS require use of NOCSAE approved batters and catcher’s helmets.154 The NCAA rulebook requires that all batters helmets meet applicable NOCSAE standards and recommends that catcher’s helmets do as well.155

The conformity assessment system for hockey and the system for the other three sports helmets have as many differences as they have things in common. Both use technical standards as the source of the requirements and test methods and by the middle of 2016, both will incorporate an independent certification body. The test methods that are the basis for evaluation each system’s respective performance standards are fundamentally similar. Both call for drop tests and force measurement equipment to measure impact attenuation, as well as weighted retention tests, and projectile impact tests.156 In the tests that evaluate impact attenuation, both NOCSAE and ASTM tests currently measure only linear acceleration.157 Both testing protocols subject the helmets to a range of environmental conditions. There are technical testing differences between the test methods, one being the head forms used for each. The NOCSAE test head form is more biofidelic (human-like) than the ASTM head form and forces for NOCSAE tests are measured in Severity Index units, whereas force in ASTM tests are measured in peak g levels.158
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Some of the most significant differences lie in the characteristics of the SDO’s themselves rather than the contents of their standards. NOCSAE, unlike ASTM is not a voluntary consensus standards development organization. Its development of standards is guided by a small Board of Directors that does not operate under the same limitations and procedural guidelines as ASTM.159 ASTM’s helmet standards are the consensus product of more than 500 members.160 ASTM’s primary resource is the time, experience and expertise donated by its member-participants throughout the process of developing and maintaining standards,161 NOCSAE is funded primarily by sporting goods manufacturers, who pay licensing fees for the rights to claim certification to its standards and to mark their products accordingly.162 For hockey helmets, certification fees or licensing fees do not fund the SDO responsible for the authoritative standards (ASTM).163

V. EFFECTIVENESS OF STANDARDS-BASED REGULATION FOR ATHLETIC PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR

Private standard-setting (and by extension, private regulatory systems based on technical standards) in general is not without its critics. In fact, it has always been subject to concerns related to antitrust.164 Any issue, product or scenario that requires regulation is one that almost always involves an inextricably complex intersection of interests. The fact that standardization’s outcome for a given product or industry could have positive or negative effects on the market interests for both producers and consumers has long been one of many concerns about standards.

The concerns about possible abuses of standards are of one the many reasons for the bureaucratic (seemingly to the point of being inefficient) procedural requirements of voluntary consensus standards development, like openness, balance and due process.165 Skepticism that the various monetary stakes involved might, or indeed do, interfere with the most safe and complete regulatory ends is an indispensable part of holding a regulatory scheme accountable.166 The current standards-based conformity assessment paradigms for athletic helmets in the United States are not immune to the
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general qualms about private-standards. Nor are they free from more specific criticism that is likely related to the exponentially growing awareness that brain injury in sports is a serious issue. 167 However, when the performance of standards-based regulation of athletic helmets is viewed within a balanced context of the issue, it is both effective and more desirable than feasible alternatives.

A. Criticism

Skeptics of the conformity assessment systems for athletic helmets are quick to allege that both the test methods and standard requirements are outdated to the point of being archaic.168 On the surface, this would appear to be true. The drop-style impact tests that both ASTM and NOCSAE test methods are based on have been used since 1981 and 1973, respectively, and have not substantially changed since then.169 As more scientists and clinicians get behind the theory that the rotational acceleration involved in trauma to the head is more responsible for concussions than the linear acceleration that also occurs, critics have asked why there are no standard test methods and standard performance requirements that limit and evaluate the attenuation of forces that induce angular (rotational) acceleration.170 Currently, the authoritative performance standards and standard test methods for all athletic helmets only specify and analyze performance by reference to linear acceleration.171

There has been more directed criticism of NOCSAE specifically. Some believe that NOCSAE’s current situation as the SDO for football, lacrosse and baseball helmets is problematic.172 Specifically, they argue that NOCSAE’s relationship to equipment producers and its exclusivity as an organization is preventing an acceptable standards-based regulation of that equipment.173 NOCSAE’s process for developing standards lacks the “voluntary consensus” tenets that are required by ANSI and observed by SDO’s like ASTM.174 Recent pointed criticism has been directed at NOCSAE for its lack of openness, transparency and due process by Senator Tom Udall and the Chairman of Consumer Product Safety Commission Elliot Kaye.175
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NOCSAE is funded primarily through licensing fees paid by manufacturers.\footnote{Bob Hohler, \textit{Conflicts Arise in Sports-Related Concussions Fight}, \textsc{bostonglobe.com} (Aug. 10, 2014), \url{https://www.bostonglobe.com/sports/2014/08/10/concerns-arise-over-group-certifying-head-impact-sensors/gh5mJDYV8jcS8Ik7DiF6kN/story.html}.} This coupled with the fact that helmet manufacturers control exactly one quarter of the 16 total votes of NOCSAE’s Board of Directors has led consumer advocates in the areas of athletic equipment Brooke De Lench and Lindsey Barton Strauss to identify the arrangement as possibly collusive.\footnote{See de Lench, \textit{supra} note 172 at 53.} Professor Stefan Duma, an impact biomechanics researcher who leads the Virginia Tech and Wake Forest University School of Biomedical Engineering and Sciences and has developed the influential star-rating system for helmets, has stated that NOCSAE’s financial relationship with manufacturers “is the definition of a conflict of interest” and that “if nearly 100 percent of your money comes from the manufacturers, then it’s difficult to say you are independent of them”.\footnote{Id. at 54.}

De Lench and Barton Strauss curate the website “MomsTeam.com, a resource for parents of young athletes. They have posited that the manufacturer interests that participate in the development of standards for helmets have little incentive to advance the requirements of the standards and the associated technology because the status quo offers sufficient insulation from liability.\footnote{Id. at 47.} Government officials have joined the voice of consumer advocates in questioning the length of time it has taken to improve standards. Tom Udall, one of New Mexico’s U.S. Senators has expressed alarm at NOCSAE’s lack of progress in updating its standards for football helmets.\footnote{See Udall, \textit{supra} note 175.}

These criticisms must be thoroughly weighed in any analysis of the effectiveness of standards-based helmet regulation. Given the relatively recent high profile that the issue of brain injury in sports has assumed, it is no surprise that scholars and consumer advocates are impatient for changes and progress. A helmet, like other personal protective equipment, is thought of as a solution to the risk of injury. This association has created in many people an expectation of ideal athletic headgear and perfect technical standards to regulate it. However, it is important to recognize the nature of concussion as an injury and the state of research and technology in the areas of both understanding this type of injury and designing equipment to reduce or prevent it. The challenge of reducing sports-related brain injuries is complex and it is both impossible and unsafe to hastily attempt to advance the conformity assessment schemes for athletic helmets.

\textbf{B. Context, Considerations and Recent Developments}

The perception that athletic equipment and standards that regulate it have stagnated or failed because the rate of concussion is not decreasing obscures the reality of several things: a) the original intent of helmet standards and the limitations of equipment, b) the engineering considerations that must be integrated into helmet design, c) how much remains to be discovered about the biomechanics of concussion, d) the requirements of developing scientifically sound performance standards and standard
test methods, and e) the recent developments within the conformity assessment systems for protective headgear in the U.S.

Helmets and helmet standards were not intended to protect against concussions and are unlikely to ever be capable of preventing all brain injury in contact sports. Helme

Both the NOCSAE and ASTM conformity assessment systems were designed primarily to prevent catastrophic head injuries, such as skull fracture and cerebral hematoma. For this reason, the performance of helmets was specified and tested according to limits set on linear acceleration, rather than rotational acceleration, as acute linear acceleration is the primary cause of catastrophic brain injury. Helmets for football, lacrosse, baseball and hockey that are subject to the current standards-based private regulation have been convincingly effective at preventing those injuries. To expect equipment to protect against a different risk of injury (concussion) which was not a performance goal that it was originally (nor is it currently) designed or regulated to protect against, would be irrational.

Further, equipment is one of many facets of the game that may mitigate, to a degree, concussion and other traumatic brain injury. Changes to the rules of play have proved in the past to be a highly effective means of reducing brain injuries in sports and adjustments to rules of play will likely continue to have a role in mitigating concussions in the future. Similarly, requiring that coaches at all levels of play teach and enforce proper checking and tackling techniques is also an important aspect of a comprehensive effort to prevent head, brain, and neck injury in sports. Finally, issues surrounding protocols for on-field diagnoses, mandatory rest and “return-to-play” rules, as well as underreporting of concussions by coaches and players, all play a significant role in the concussion management discussion. It does not start and end with equipment, although equipment will always play a role.

Most sports helmets are designed with the primary purpose of protecting the head of the wearer from impact forces. Stated simply, this is accomplished by lengthening the duration of an impact by using materials that transfer and/or absorb impact energy as the materials compress. Called “force attenuation”, it is only one of many significant functions that must be considered if the goal is to provide an optimally protective helmet. Proper fit, visibility, ventilation and durability all must be
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incorporated into the design of a helmet.\textsuperscript{189} Weight is also a consideration.\textsuperscript{190} A hypothetical helmet that boasts great force attenuation properties because it uses three times more padding than other helmets would likely suffer from being dangerously heavy and result in neck injuries.\textsuperscript{191} Further, helmets must be designed to reduce the chances that they may cause injury to persons other than the wearer.\textsuperscript{192} The performance attributes of a helmet must be carefully balanced, which in many ways precludes a “quick-fix” from the perspective of helmet design.

Perhaps the most essential piece of background information to this issue is the fact that concussions are far from well understood by medical and engineering communities. A concussion is an injury that is a complex pathophysiological process affecting the brain, induced by biomechanical forces.\textsuperscript{193} Experts generally agree that concussions are caused by a combination of linear and rotational acceleration of the brain within the skull that results from an impact force.\textsuperscript{194} However, the science of concussion is still not completely understood.\textsuperscript{195} Every single study done related to brain damage in football has concluded with a call for additional research.\textsuperscript{196} When a casual observer from the general public is unable to understand why the concussion issue in sports persists, it is likely that they are unaware how complex the injury is and how many “research hurdles” must be cleared before the medical and engineering fields’ understanding of minor traumatic brain injury is no longer incomplete and/or inconclusive.

As additional research is done and concussions become better understood, the standards-based conformity assessment for helmets will be increasingly better positioned to create sound requirements and test methods. Standards development organization responsible for the authoritative helmet standards, specifically NOCSAE, have come under fire for failing to update requirements and test methods to incorporate angular (rotational) acceleration.\textsuperscript{197} However, both NOCSAE and ASTM have been actively conducting research and methodically developing needed changes to standards and test methods.\textsuperscript{198}

Developing equipment standards that address an issue as nebulous as concussive forces in athletics is an undertaking that requires multiple cycles of research and testing. NOCSAE proposed new test method for football helmets that includes
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rotational forces as early as 2006. However, the rotational standard was not officially approved until 2014. The NOCSAE board did not feel comfortable advancing the new standard until three related NOCSAE-funded research projects were evaluated by the SDO at the end of 2013. The new test method, which at the time of writing is in its final stages of development via laboratory-results comparison studies, will supplement the drop test method with a pneumatic linear impactor. This new test will finally incorporate rotational acceleration into the evaluation of helmets, which is the biomechanical force that is believed to be the strongest cause of concussions and other traumatic brain injury in athletes. It also improves upon the longstanding drop method of testing by finally testing helmets with their faceguards in place, and will represent the first athletic helmet standard to specifically address concussions.

Other activities in the area of standards development for helmets provide evidence that the private regulatory system is committed to making changes to address the concerns over brain injury in sports, but is doing so at a rate that is consistent with the research and scientific consensus that is required on these issues. The ASTM subcommittee responsible for the performance specification for football helmets initiated the revision process for the standard in May of 2015. Both NOCSAE and ASTM continue to conduct research into standard requirements specifically for youth helmets. The organizations maintain that additional research in these areas of equipment design and performance is required before a youth specific can be developed.

C. Effectiveness

Standards-based private regulation of athletic equipment has demonstrated its effectiveness and its capability of responding to new challenges. In general, standardization in America continues to thrive and the unique arrangement of the private sector leading consensus standards development has been recognized as a driver of innovation and technology across multiple industries and fields. ANSI itself has held that “no change to the current private-sector-led and public-sector-
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supported standardization system is warranted, as the current system works well.\textsuperscript{207} In its recent report on the activities of the CPSC, the US Government Accountability Office concluded that the voluntary standards process is both faster than mandatory rulemaking and more likely to result in compliance, as the effected regulated parties are able to more fully participate in development.\textsuperscript{208}

Standards rely on the current state of the art in the field they regulate. The participants in standards development possess the knowledge, experience, equipment and materials that facilitate both the safest possible products and the best (and most timely) standards and test methods for those products. In the area of athletic headgear, all involved parties, but especially manufacturers, have an incentive to conduct the best research and develop the best test equipment. The stakeholders in the standards development process and conformity assessment of athletic equipment are close to the issues and developments that must be explored to develop meaningful performance standards. The participation in standards development by manufacturers, conformity assessment bodies, and the research community lends an invaluable resource capital to the process.

A private standards-based regulatory system is well equipped to spur efficient research into sports-related brain injury topics and to drive innovation for protective equipment that may reduce (or ideally eliminate) the risks of those injuries. Until recently, there were doubts that helmet design could reduce concussion.\textsuperscript{209} However, new research suggests that differences in helmet design are in fact capable of reducing the risk of concussion.\textsuperscript{210} In light of this knowledge, it is essential that equipment engineers, medical experts, biomechanics specialists and the countless other individuals who participate in the standards development process continue their current agenda of advancing the performance requirements and test methods that serve as the backbone for regulation of athletic helmets.

Corresponding to the steady rise of concern over sports-related brain injury has been a constant stream of research activities that inform the development and revision of technical documents that have the real capability of improving the performance of athletic equipment. Standards-based regulation of athletic headgear benefits from the participation of countless experts from various fields and interests. This community is committed to improving player safety and is in the best position to do so. SDO’s are developing improved performance requirements and test methods. The conformity assessment schemes for major sports helmets in the US that provide confidence in compliance have been improving. While some commentators have perceived a delay in improving both the standards and the conformity assessment systems they define, it remains that there is a clearly established need for more research at the intersection of equipment performance and traumatic brain injury. Standards development organizations have a social and scientific responsibility to publish standards only when there is a firm basis in the available research, which both justifies the change and confirms that it will not compromise a protective or performance aspect or otherwise have a negative-sum impact on the helmet/helmet-users.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The current standards-based regulatory system for athletic headgear has demonstrated its adequacy and aligns with public policy regarding the use of voluntary consensus standards. Yet, the system must improve in order to provide the best available regulatory effects as the athletic world takes on the challenge of brain injury in sports. The organizations that develop standards and operate the conformity assessment system for athletic helmets should all embrace standardized principles for their operation and procedures. The Consumer Product Safety Commission should maintain its position in allowing the private sector to lead the regulation of athletic headgear, and would best serve consumers if it increased its supportive and active role in standards development. Finally, the standards development community must move swiftly to understand emerging technologies in sports equipment related to brain injury so that these devices can be properly integrated into and regulated by the private standards-based conformity assessment structures.

A. Develop the Integrity of Conformity Assessment Systems for Helmets

The current conformity assessment systems for athletic protective headgear in the United States are not perfect and changes need to be made. Fortunately, given that standards, rather than laws, serve as the foundation for those systems, they are ideally situated to implement the necessary changes so that equipment designed to protect against brain injury in sports is most optimally regulated. For the benefit of public safety as well as their own reputation, SDO’s that have regulatory influence should adhere to procedural rules designed to promote information disclosure, rational decisions and fairness. The authoritative standards-based conformity assessment structures for helmets must evolve and truly base their systems, requirements and processes on the principles that make standards-based regulation both effective and credible.

NOCSAE is responsible for developing the authoritative standards for football, baseball and lacrosse helmets. Its development process lacks transparency, openness and falls short of observing the most fundamental due process requirements for standards development. These “voluntary consensus” tenets lend technical standards the integrity that has allowed government to defer regulatory functions to the private standards sector. By failing to embrace these procedural elements, NOCSAE damages its credibility and accountability as an organization. Should NOCSAE refuse to improve its process to one where standards are no longer developed behind closed doors, there are other standards-based solutions for the regulation of football, baseball and lacrosse helmets. Standards development organizations that do heed due process requirements and operate in the spirit of “voluntary consensus” are available to supplant NOCSAE as the SDO for those sports. In fact, during discussion of athletic equipment standards, the Chairman of the CPSC has openly endorsed ASTM as an alternative to NOCSAE, and in his opinion, the means of achieving the best standards-based solutions.211

While only one of the two prominent athletic helmet SDO’s adhere to basic procedural guidelines, only one of the two certification organizations for sports helmets operate by standardized principles for certification agencies. SEI, the agency that is currently transitioning into the role of certifying football, lacrosse and baseball
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helmets is ANSI-accredited to ISO/IEC 17065. However, HECC, the certification council for hockey, is not accredited and claims no adherence to standardized requirements for a certification body. 17065 specifies requirements for certification bodies of products, processes and services. For the same reasons that NOCSAE should abide by all or most of ANSI’s due process requirements, both helmet certification organizations should operate under standardized principles and ought to consistently maintain accreditation to that standard. Accreditation of HECC to ISO/IEC 17065 would provide objective and independent assurance of its competence in the major role it plays in the conformity assessment regulation of hockey helmets.

B. Continue Private Standards-Based Regulation with CPSC Support

Despite the changes that need to be made to some of the processes of authoritative SDO’s (and possible rearrangements to their financial relationships with other elements of the athletic conformity assessment structure), regulation of athletic headgear should remain in the hands of the private sector and should be accomplished with standards-based conformity assessment. Some critics of the current system have called for a government agency, namely, the CSPC, to become involved in setting standards for protective athletic equipment. There is a historical example of this taking place. The CPSC developed its own mandatory performance standard and test method for bicycle helmets. This route of regulation would not be beneficial to the end of advancing athletic headgear as a possible part of the solution to brain injury in sports. The CPSC bicycle standard is inconsistent with 1981 amendments to the Consumer Product Safety Act, which directed the CPSC to defer to voluntary standards rather than issue mandatory standards.

The expertise on the topics of concussion biomechanics and equipment design that resides in the medical, academic and manufacturing communities makes voluntary consensus standards organizations far better suited to develop and maintain helmet standards. The best role for the CPSC is active participation in the activities of private-sector standard development. Given the massive challenge of adequately researching athletic brain injury, the CPSC would also serve the consumer interests it is charged with protecting by providing additional funding to SDOs that are currently attempting to improve helmet standards. Monetary support of SDOs by the CPSC is consistent with articulated public policy. Circular A-119 contemplates that agencies may provide financial assistance to a standard development organization to complete a standard, particularly when its timely development appears unlikely in the absence of such support.

I recommend that the CPSC provide direct funding to the standards development organizations that currently are endeavored to provide needed standards that address
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both youth-size helmets and standards that include rotational acceleration. To encourage more transparency and procedural credibility by the developers of helmet standards, the CPSC should provide this funding to organizations that observe due process requirements in their standard development. Monetary assistance from the CPSC would not only expedite the development of well-informed helmet standards for young athletes and to address angular impact forces, but would also facilitate the development of standards for a vast array of new equipment related to brain injury in sports: impact censors.

C. Coverage of New Equipment Technology by Private Regulation Structure

The fastest growing segment across the board of the sporting goods industry is technology products (think “Fitbits” and fitness apps).218 There has been particularly fast growth in the development of tech-centric products that aim to track forces to the head that athletes experience during impacts.219 These force-tracking sensors and apps are a response to the relatively recent mass-awareness of CTE and how dangerous concussions may be. Although force sensors have been used in many studies that have contributed to the development of standards, there is still no performance standard or test method for the force sensors themselves. This must change, as force sensors are offered as consumer products to supplement and integrate-with helmets. I recommend that SDOs direct sufficient resources to incorporate this new type of athletic safety equipment into the sphere of standards-based regulation. SDOs should develop scientifically-grounded voluntary consensus performance specifications and standard test methods for the evaluation of sensors.

The standard development community for athletic helmets must reckon with the fact that these sensors will eventually become ubiquitous. The Arena Football League already equips all of its helmets with impact sensors and maintains a policy that mandates their use.220 The force sensors, although a new and possibly imperfect indicator of concussion (which is itself not completely understood) have many valuable applications. They may help prevent what is known as “second impact syndrome”—the experience of a second concussion by an athlete who has not yet fully recovered from a prior concussion. The medical community is in agreement that immediate removal from play and evaluation is one of the important aspects of treating concussions.222 Research has also revealed a tendency for athletes to underreport brain
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injury symptoms. Impact sensors are well poised to address these two issues. If the standards-based conformity assessment systems for athletic equipment truly wish to effectively regulate athletic equipment, they must develop standards that address the new technology that interfaces with helmets and appeals to consumers concerned with brain injury.

VII. CONCLUSION

The design and performance of athletic protective headgear has the capability to mitigate the risk of brain injuries. That fact alone demands optimal regulation of helmets. Third party testing and certification according to CPSC supported and endorsed private voluntary consensus standards creates the best regulatory atmosphere to encourage the most innovative, functional, effective and most safe athletic protective headgear. Standards development organizations for sports helmets will benefit from adjusting their procedures to embrace standardized procedural and organizational requirements. SDOs that develop performance specifications and standard test methods for helmets through a voluntary consensus process should receive a continuing endorsement from the CPSC to lead in the area of helmet regulation. Additional participation and financial assistance from the public regulatory sphere will aid the standards community in addressing the issue of brain injury in sports and how athletic equipment, including emerging technologies, might contribute to reducing and possibly preventing it.